Steam Trap Modules
One of the typical problems faced by steam trap
users is in installing the steam trap along with all its
accessories in a steam pipeline or steam consuming
equipment. This could involve the following:
l
l

l
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l
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Ordering a standard steam trap.
Ordering all accessories required for such an
installation like isolation valves, pipes, flanges etc.
Making an isometric drawing of the installation.
Submitting the same to the local boiler authority for
approval.
Arranging an approved welder to get the full
installation welded at site.
Hydro testing the full installation at site.
Getting the installation inspected and cleared by
the local boiler authority.

All these not only cost money but also consume time
and man hours in followup. It is not possible to order
the material at site and commission the installation
within a day.
This has now been made possible by PENNANT
TRAP MODULES. These one piece modules come
factory welded, inspected, tested and approved by

Inlet and outlet isolation valves are provided to
facilitate removal of the steam trap and its

IBR authorities, so that the end user does not have to

accessories for maintenance.

follow the rigorous procedures mentioned above to

A suitably sized by pass valve ensures continuous

get a trap installation up and running. All the
customer has to do is to hook up the flanged module
to the pipeline or equipment and run the system,
saving time, money and most of all the headaches of
approvals and clearances.
The PENNANT Trap Module basically is a complete
system which includes isolation valves, by pass

supply of steam (manual control) to process when
the trap is under maintenance.
A check valve at the outlet ensures that the
downstream pressure does not reach the trap in
case it exceeds set limits.
A sight check at the outlet of the trap facilitates its in-

valves, & trapping device, interconnected with

line checking.

pipes, flanges, reducers, elbows, etc. In response to

Standard trap modules can be supplied with various

specific requests, strainers, sight check, check valve
etc. could be supplied duly fitted into the system.

combinations, suitable for both open loop system
and closed loop system - see overleaf.

Steam Trap Modules

Combinations, suitable for both open loop system and closed loop system
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Fig. 5 Inverted Bucket trap module in open loop
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Fig. 1 shows a simple arrangement of trap module in
open loop. This consists of the end flange, Isolation
valve, a trap and the by-pass valve.

Fig. 4 shows a simple arrangement of trap module

Fig. 2 shows a simple arrangement of trap module
closed loop for air service. This consists of the end
flange, Isolation valve, Y-Strainer, a trap, balancing
line and the by-pass valve.

the trap, a trap sight-glass and the by-pass valve.

Fig. 3 shows a simple arrangement of thermostatic
air vent with collection bottle at the inlet.

in closed loop. This consists of the end flange,
Isolation valve at both upstream & downstream of
Fig. 5 shows a simple arrangement of an inverted
bucket trap module in open loop. This consists of
end flange, isolation valve, strainer, check valve,
trap and the by-pass valve.
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